Introduction
There is no need to explain how common and elementary local filters are in computer vision. In this paper, we study and retrofit a fundamentally useful tool, i.e., weighted median, considering its importance along several major lines of applications. As a local operator, weighted median can effectively filter images while not strongly blurring edges. More importantly, it mathematically corresponds to global optimization [14] , which produces results with fully explainable connections to global energy minimization. In many computer vision problems, including stereo matching, optical flow estimation, and image denoising, applying local weighted median suitably is equivalent to employing solvers that involve global L 1 sparse regularizers, which is rather common now in sparsity pursuit in a lot of tasks.
Unweighted median filter was accelerated in previous work. But it is almost impossible to apply these methods to weighted median because of the spatially varying weights for each local window. These varying weights hamper simplifying computation in a straightforward way. This is why many previous computer vision systems still rely on a direct implementation of weighted median, which has to spend several minutes even using small windows on a onemegapixel image.
On the other hand, there have been several schemes to speed up weighted average, such as bilateral filter [20, 16, 4, 2, 1, 9, 6, 24, 18] , domain transform filter [8] , and guided filter [10] . Weighted median is different from them due to a few special characteristics. 1) The filtering kernel is not separable.
2) It cannot be approximated by interpolation or down-sampling. 3) There is no iterative solution. Taking prior techniques for accelerating bilateral filter as an example, Gaussian weights are generally assumed, which may not be satisfied in weighted median.
Our contribution in this paper lies on a few algorithms to accelerate weighted median. The novelty attributes to three main techniques making respective use of dataweight distribution by a new joint histogram to dynamically allocate weights and pixels, a median tracking algorithm to reduce time of seeking median by leveraging color coherency of images, and data structure sparsity to reduce the data access cost. They are put together to construct a practically workable system with O(r) complexity where r is the kernel size. It is notable that this complexity is only associated with a small constant, empirically effective to shorten running time.
Related Work
Median Filter While there is little work accelerating weighted median, simpler unweighted filter finds several solutions. Huang [11] proposed a sliding window approach leveraging histograms to compute median in O(r) time, which is further accelerated to O(log r) with the distributed histograms [21] . Constant time median algorithms [17, 5] were also proposed, focusing on reducing histogram update complexity. Kass and Solomon [12] introduced another constant time algorithm based on integral of smoothed local histograms.
Two main issues make these methods not directly usable in weighted median filter (WMF). First, the constant associated with variable r can be very large. For example, an 8-bit single channel image needs 256 histogram bins to count pixels, which is still a big constant in practice, not to mention higher-precision inputs. Second, traditional histograms are not suitable for WMF in that all weights are altered completely when the local window shifts for even one pixel. This almost removes traditional reusability of data in overlapping regions for adjacent windows.
Weighted Average Filter Bilateral filter (BLF) [20] is a representative weighted average that sums pixels according to the Gaussian distance in space and range. Paris and Durand [16] formulated it in a high dimensional space, and accelerated it by down-sampling since Gaussian is a lowpass filter. With this thought, different data structures, such as bilateral grid [4] , Gaussian KD-trees [2] , permutohedral lattice [1] and adaptive manifold [9] were adopted. A few other algorithms used sub-sampling in range. Durand and Dorsey [6] and Yang et al. [24] decomposed bilateral filter into several spatial ones and obtained the final result by linear interpolation. Porikli [18] used integral histograms. These methods are based on the condition that BLF uses Gaussian weights and takes average, which is not satisfied in weighted median.
Weighted Median
The most related work is recent utilization of WMF in stereo matching [15] . This method performs edge preserving filters many times depending on the number of input labels to generate histograms. It is tailored for stereo matching where the input contains only a limited number of discrete disparities. Filtering images with hundreds of intensity levels would make it slower. Besides, this filter is based on edge-preserving guided filter [10] or domain transform filter [8] . The spatial weight structure is thus specific to the filter it employs. Different from this method, we propose a general weighted median filter that handles higher precision inputs and arbitrary weight assignment. It can be applied to many applications besides stereo matching.
Global Approach Weighted filters are related to edgepreserving smoothing operators where global solvers exist [7, 22] . In this paper, we show that weighted median filter helps accelerate a number of global optimization problems under complex objective definitions.
Technical Background
Weighted median filter (WMF) is an operator that replaces the current pixel with the weighted median of neighboring pixels within a local window. Formally, in processing pixel p in image I, we consider only pixels within the local window R(p) of radius r centered at p. Different from conventional unweighted median filter, for each pixel q ∈ R(p), WMF associates it with a weight w pq based on the affinity of pixel p and q in corresponding feature map f , i.e.,
where f (p) and f (q) are features at pixels p and q in f . g is a typical influence function between neighboring pixels, which can be in Gaussian exp{− f (p) − f (q) } or other forms.
Denoting I(q) as the value at pixel q in image I and n = (2r + 1)
2 as the number of pixels in R(p), we express the value and weight elements for all pixels in R(p) as {(I(q), w pq )}. By sorting values in an ascending order, the weighted median operator for pixel p returns a new pixel p * and I(p) is replaced by I(p * ). This process to get p * is
This definition means for all pixels before p * , the sum of corresponding weights should be approximately half of all weights summed together. f map in Eq. (1) determines weights. Practically, f (p) can be intensity, color, or even high-level features depending on problem definition.
The Challenge
To show the difficulty in approximating weighted median filter (WMF), we start with an easier problem, i.e., unweighted median filter, which can be regarded as a special case with all w pq = 1 in Eq. (2). For each filter, to find where the median is, one must order values. The trivial solution is to sort all data in complexity O(r 2 log r) and then find the median in O(1) time.
Because data are usually range-limited -an 8-bit image has at most 256 different gray-scale levels -it is feasible to use counting-based sorting by histograms [11, 17, 12, 21, 5] to make it run faster. Maintaining a histogram of values in the local window achieves sorting naturally where the median can be found by counting elements in each bin. Another advantage is the data reusability. For a 100 × 100 kernel, adjacent local windows share 99% common pixels. They can be used again when searching for the next median [11] . This reduces complexity to O(r).
Nevertheless, in WMF, when weight w pq varies according to feature distance, above schemes cannot be used anymore. It is because even for the same pixel q, changing the filter center p also updates w pq . All values put into a bin of the histogram need recalculation substantially. In other words, shared pixels in two adjacent windows do not save much computation due to the same amount of weight computation each time. Storing weights in the above histogram is not helpful. Running time spent to weight estimation still amounts to O(r 2 ). 
Our Framework
Our method is unlike previous bilateral or other averagebased filters because we cannot apply down-sampling, linear interpolation, separable kernel estimation, or iterative algorithms. In what follows, we present three new steps to greatly accelerate WMF.
Joint-histogram, which is an unconventional but very
useful two-dimensional histogram structure for storing pixel count.
2.
Median tracking strategy using balance counting box (BCB) for dynamically finding median given the neighboring-pixel WMF result.
3. Necklace table, data structure to leverage data sparsity for instant data access.
Joint-Histogram
We explain the first technique, i.e., the joint-histogram, in this section. As mentioned in Section 2.1, it is not suitable to use conventional histograms to store weights in the WMF system. Our new joint-histogram can, contrarily, regenerate weights every time the window shifts. It is a two-dimensional count-based histogram (see Fig. 1(b) ), which does not store weights directly, but instead the pixel counts in different bins according to their features. The two dimensions are indexed by pixels values and features respectively.
Specifically, each pixel q in the filter is associated with its value I(q) and feature f (q), as explained in Section 2. In our 2D joint-histogram H, pixel q is put into the histogram bin H(i, f ) in the f -th row and i-th column. Thus, the whole joint-histogram is constructed as
where operator # counts the number of elements. This counting scheme enables fast weight computation even when the window shifts. Now, for any pixel belonging to bin (i, f ), considering filter center p, its weight can be immediately computed as g(f f , f (p)). By traversing the joint-histogram, all weights can be obtained (see Fig. 1(c) ). The total weight for all pixels with value index i is
With w i available for all i, weighted median can be found.
Algorithm By incorporating the joint-histogram with the sliding window strategy, our algorithm processes the input image in a scanline order. For each location, two steps are performed. Initially at the first location in the image, the joint-histogram counts the number of pixels with index (i, f ) within the filter range. The number is put into the corresponding cell.
• Step 1 -Median Finding We traverse the jointhistogram to compute weights {w k } NI −1 k=0 according to Eq. (4). They are summed to get the total weight w t in the first pass. Then in the second pass, we sum weights up to half of w t and output this pixel value.
• Step 2 -Shift & Update We shift the filter to the next location if it is not the end of this image. We update the joint-histogram by reducing the count in the corresponding cell by one for each pixel leaving the filter and increase it by one for each pixel moving in.
Analysis This algorithm greatly speeds up median filter. We analyze each step's efficiency.
Step 1 needs O(N I * N f ) time because it traverses the joint-histogram, which is independent of the filter size and needs only constant time. The complexity of Step 2 is O(r) since we only update up to 2 × (2r + 1) pixels in the non-overlapping regions in the two adjacent windows. The bottleneck is seemingly in Step 2 due to its higher complexity order. In fact, Step 1 is computationally more expensive because the cost to traverse the histogram cannot be overlooked. Note big-constant is a common problem for filter approximation, especially for those based on histograms. In order to further accelerate it, we propose two more strategies in the following sections, making use of image color consistency and sparsity. They lead to 300-2000 times more speedup for Step 1. These techniques can be applied to other histogram-based algorithms owing to their generality and capability of adopting various weight definitions.
Median Tracking
In our extensive experiments, colors in natural images and features in other domains are found locally consistent in most cases. One pixel has a very large chance to be similar to some of its neighbors. This fact enables an algorithm to reduce computation to seek median in the joint-histogram by 97%.
Commonly existing locally stable features make the WMF result remain unchanged most of the time when processing images in a scanline order. We conduct several quantitative experiments; one is illustrated in Fig. 2 . It shows that the average difference of weighted median results in adjacent windows is around 7-8 for 8-bit grayscale images, which is within only 3% of total range. We propose a new counting scheme to exploit this finding.
Cut Point and Balance
We first introduce the concepts of cut point and balance. By definition, a weighted median is found right at the location where the cumulated weight reaches half of the total weight w t . We regard the position to find the weighted median at current filter as a cut point, as shown in Fig. 3 , where the sum of weights w l to the left is similar to the sum w r on the right. In this regard, the difference between w l and w r is close to zero. This is referred to as the balance, which helps find weighted median by solving
Now it is clear if a cut point produces the smallest nonnegative balance, the weighted median is found.
With the above definitions, a weighted median is actually a suitable cut point, which can be quickly obtained in general given the result computed in previous filter process in an adjacent window. Our median tracking procedure is presented below.
Median Tracking Scheme Given the cut point c(p) and corresponding balance obtained by WMF on the window centered at p, we estimate the new weighted median in the adjacent window at p + 1. Starting from c(p), if it yields a positive balance in window p + 1, we shift the cut point to the left by one pixel, i.e. c(p)−1. It repeats until the balance becomes negative. Then the point before the last one is set as c(p + 1). Contrarily, if c(p) yields a negative balance initially, we right shift it until the balance turns positive.
Advantages Due to the statistical local color/feature consistency, only a few shifts (no more than 8 on average) are enough to find the median in window p+1. Compared to the common practice to sum weights starting from the first pixel or the straightforward implementation to cumulate cells in our joint-histogram, the above strategy speeds up weight sum calculation at least 256/8 = 32 times.
Balance Computation
One thing we need discuss further is to compute balance. Naive computation based on its definition scans all weights, which is inefficient. We notably improve it by introducing a new counting scheme and present an intriguing way in result update in windows with fast scan.
Our solution is to maintain a balance counting box (BCB) during the course of computing the balance. BCB is a 1D array B of N F cells -the same size of columns in our joint histogram. As shown in Fig. 4 , the f -th cell records the difference of pixel numbers on the two sides of the cut point in the corresponding row of the joint-histogram. Formally, the f -th cell B(f ) is constructed as
where c is the cut point location. B(f ) measures imbalance of pixel numbers with regard to feature f f on two sides of c.
Understanding BCB B is very important in our system. It indicates how pixels distribute in the two sides of the cut point for each weight because w pq is completely determined by f (q) when p is the filter center. In WMF computation, the cut point could vary even for adjacent windows that overlap a lot. But BCB makes it possible to re-calculate the balance in the new window quickly, even without needing to know the detailed weight for each pixel. This is a fascinating step, as a number of operations to scan data are saved naturally. With BCB, the balance b in a window can be obtained as
This simple expression brings us a brand new way to calculate weighted median. That is, instead of cumulating weights, which is costly, we can calculate a lightweight balance measure counting pixel number difference. It is sufficient to tell if the weighted median is found. Specifically, if b is negative, we not only know the cut point c is wrong, but also get the idea in which direction we should move c. Corresponding conclusion can be reached for positive b.
BCB Algorithm In our joint-histogram framework, we maintain and update BCB as well as the cut point as follows.
1. Initially, we set the cut point to 0, and initialize BCB by counting pixels for each row of the joint-histogram.
2. We seek median by shifting the cut point and checking the balance in Eq. (6). This process is the same as the median tracking scheme presented in Section 5.1. Every time the cut point shifts, we update BCB based on the joint-histogram.
3. To process a new window largely overlapped with the current one, we update BCB by only examining exiting/entering pixels, using only a small number of plus and minus operations.
This algorithm avoids traversing the joint-histogram for computing all weights. It also captures the key properties of weighted median. The employment of the cut point, balance, and BCB simplifies computation a lot as mentioned above. Fig. 1(a) . A very small number of cells contain non-zero values. Features used here are 256 clustered colors of the image. We explain it in Sec. 7.
Necklace Table
In addition to above algorithms, we also exploit the sparsity of data distributions for WMF in our new structures. When constructing the joint-histogram and BCB, it always happens that 90%-98% bins/cells are empty in our quantitative evaluation. It means traversing these elements wastes time. Fig. 5 shows an example.
In this section, we present another data structure called necklace table. It is a counting table enabling fast traversal. It supports very fast operators as
• O(N ) traversal where N is the non-empty cell number.
Note these four fast operations cannot be achieved simultaneously by array or linked-list. Our data structure is composed of two parts. They are
• counting array that is accessed instantly by index and • necklace, which is an unordered double-linked cycle built on the counting array for non-empty cells.
One necklace-table example built on our BCB is shown in Fig. 6(a) . Each cell can be accessed randomly by index. But when the goal is to traverse all non-empty cells, the necklace can achieve sequential access. The necklace in this array is initialized as a self-linked head node. Two links are established for each non-empty cell pointing to previous and next elements. The above mentioned operations are realized following the example in Fig. 6(b) & (c) . Data access and traversal are straightforward. For element insertion, we can instantly access the array and update the count. If the cell is empty originally, we insert it to the necklace between the head and its next element. Element deletion reverts this process. Unlike traditional linked-list that keeps an order for data access, our necklace is unordered thanks to the available array. It allows for very fast traversal by skipping all empty cells. This data structure is used to implement our BCB and all columns of the joint-histogram. It further accelerates element traversal for 10-50 times depending on data sparsity.
Discussion and Experiments
Short Summary Acceleration by using median tracking and necklace table is substantial. Without them, the whole 2D joint-histogram has to be visited to compute weights. Median tracking reduces search range regarding pixel values; only the median difference between two windows matters. Necklace table further accelerates it in the feature space. With these two algorithms, only a small portion (0.02%-0.3%) of cells are visited each time. The big constant discussed in Section 4 is eliminated in our framework.
Implementation Notes Inputs to our system are I and f . When handling floating point values in I in optical flow and stereo matching, we cluster the input to a limited number of discrete values for WMF computation. High-order features f , such as RGB color and patch-based features, are also clustered initially for high efficiency in constructing the joint-histogram. In our experiments, when quantizing RGB features in a color image into 256 different values, i.e., N f = 256, the average PSNR is 45, high enough for satisfying result generation. Our framework also supports arbitrary weight definition on features simply by varying g(·) in Eq. (1).
Performance Evaluation Our experiments are conducted on a PC with an Intel i7 3.4GHz CPU and 8GB memory. Only a single thread is used without involving any SIMD instructions. Our system is implemented using C++. The following evaluation is on 1000+ natural images. Table 1 shows the execution time of our algorithm, which Table 2 . Execution time to filter one-megapixel RGB images with a 20 × 20 kernel and average PSNRs using different weight forms. "Gaussian", "Reciprocal", and "Cosine" represent weights defined
, and
respectively. The C++ code for [15] is provided by the authors. For our method, the feature set contains 256 clustered RGB colors.
Step is almost linear to the window and image sizes. For QVGAsize images, the performance is near realtime (≈ 28 fps). We compare running time of our algorithm, constant time WMF [15] , and brute-force implementation in Table  2 . For a one-megapixel input, our algorithm is much faster than others. Note the method of [15] is a constant-time one. Since our algorithm has a much smaller constant, it is more efficient even if the window size is unusually large. When the kernel size r is larger than 100, our algorithm is 1000+ times faster than the brute-force implementation. Moreover, our weight can be set differently as shown in Table 2 .
The median tracking (MT) (Sec. 5) and necklace table (NT) (Sec. 6) strategies save a lot of time in the jointhistogram traversal step. In Table 3 , we show these parts save similar amounts of time (≈ 98%) when performed separately. Their combination is the even most efficient, as the overall running time is reduced by 99.4%. This is a notably large percentage. L 1 -norm and Sparse-norm Filter Weighted median serves as a basic tool in solving popular energy minimization problems. There is an equivalence, proved in [14] , between the weighted median operator in Eq. (2) and a 
where I * is the output image or field. The commonly employed L 1 minimization expressed by Eq. (7) manifests the vast usefulness of weighted median filter.
Further, minimization with higher-sparsity norms L α with 0 ≤ α < 1 like
can also be accomplished in the form of reweighted L 1 . The details of reweighted L 1 were discussed in [3] . Our fast WMF with its weight defined as w pq I(p) − I(q) α−1 can be used to solve these functions. We shown in Fig. 7 a L 0 -norm smoothing result using our WMF method. It better preserves structures than the global minimization approach presented in [23] . Our method speed is higher. More image filtering results are put into the project website.
Non-local Regularizer WMF can be taken as a nonlocal regularizer in different computer vision systems. A [19] . (c) Our result by replacing global optimization by our local WMF. Our implementation uses only RGB color as features. The quality is similar but the running time is much shortened. Figure 9 . The watercolor painting effect generated with weights defined as Jaccard similarity in RGB color.
Input Ours
common set of optimization problems involving nonlocal total variation regularizer can be expressed as p q∈R (p) w pq · I(p) − I(q) .
It finds optimal solutions by performing WMF (see [19] for more details). Taking optical flow estimation as an example, our revolutionized WMF shortens running time from the original 850 seconds to less than 30 seconds. Results for one example are shown in Fig. 8 .
Varying Weights And Features Not limited to Gaussian weights, our framework can handle arbitrary weight definition based on features. One example is to use RGB color as the feature and define the weight w pq as a Jaccard similarity [13] : obtained, which generates a watercolor painting effect, as shown in Fig. 9 . Further, our framework supports cross/joint weighted median filtering. Thus features of others image can be taken as special guidance. A "style-transfer" example is shown in Fig. 10 .
Concluding Remarks
Weighted median is an inevitable and practical tool in filter and energy minimization for many applications. We much accelerated it in a new framework with several effective techniques. We believe it will greatly profit building efficient computer vision systems in different domains.
